Center for Quantum Devices

Highlights for 2018
Year 2018 marks the start of the second phase of the Center for Quantum Devices (QDev), and a
year where we can celebrate our sixth year of continued growth. Personnel in the Center now exceed
120 researchers and staﬀ, including professors, postdocs, PhD candidates, Master and Bachelor
student-researchers, collectively supported by Center funding and 20 other grants.
The QDev Faculty group also experienced expansion with the addition of Prof. Peter Krogstrup. On
September 21, Peter, together with the Minister of Higher Education and Science, Tommy Ahlers
opened the Quantum Materials Lab within the Microsoft Development Center Copenhagen (MDCC)
in Lyngby. The advanced Materials Lab envisions new breakthroughs within the growth of materials
for quantum devices. Center students, PhDs and postdocs are now working there.
Research in QDev continued to receive international attention. Highlights include a number of articles
in high profile journals, including Physical Review Letters, Nature Nanotechnology, and Nature
Communications. Work in QDev was also recognised with a number of awards and honours: Center
Leader Charles Marcus was elected member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Professor
Jesper Nygård was appointed Professor in experimental solid-state physics and Peter Krogstrup
was appointed Professor of quantum physics.
The third QDev/NBIA Summer School was successfully held in August, 2018 within the theme
“Quantum Materials”. The aim of the school
was to provide a valuable educational experience for local and international PhD students,
bringing them in contact with leading researchers in the field of condensed matter
physics. In addition the event served to introduce the stimulating research environment at
QDev to up-and-coming young scientists. A
total of 51 students participated, with ~ 60%
from outside Denmark.

Engaged summer school students at the
third QDev/NBIA Summer School

During 2018 we have been able attach media attention on the topic quantum computing ranging
from national to international media. Among the media coverage was BBC UK’s TV report on quantum computing, Berlinske Tidende, DR 1 TV Avisen and P1 Radio. In international outreach, QDev
welcomed 178 international visitors and hosted 26 seminars and lectures in 2018. Charles Marcus
presented numerous seminars in Japan, Israel, Italy, Germany and the US.

Participants of 2018 Summer School on Quantum Materals
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